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A joint public meeting for all interested parties was held by the Planning Board and the Board of Aldermen 
Land Use Committee on Tuesday, February 13, 2018 at 6:00  p.m. in the Aldermanic Chambers on the Second 
Floor of Somerville City Hall, 93 Highland Avenue, Somerville, MA. The purpose of the meeting was the 
following: 
 
ADOPTION OF A NEW SOMERVILLE ZONING ORDINANCE TO SUPERSEDE THE CURRENT 

ZONING ORDINANCE AS ORIGINALLY ADOPTED ON MARCH 23, 1990. 
This meeting will introduce the code, provide an overview and highlight how the 2018 overhaul is different than the 
proposed 2015 zoning overhaul. 
 

- George Proakis discussed SomerVision as goals and direction for zoning and gave a PowerPoint 
presentation. The Board asked questions throughout the presentation and asked questions afterwards. 

o Rossetti asked what is today’s code? Need easy access. Proakis said will add link on website to 
current ordinance, is difficult to compare side-by-side though. 

o Hirsch asked about other neighborhood plans. Proakis said Brick Bottom and Grand Junction next. 
Inner Belt planning needs more work to coordinate with new approach to zoning. 

o White said transformative districts and maximum mixed use ratios – how do those tie to proposed? 
Proakis said baseline commercial remains on Brick Bottom, Grand Junction, and Inner Belt. The 
Union Square 60/40 split is also proposed for Boynton Yards and Union Square East. 

o Mbah asked is SomerVision on track to meet numbers? Proakis said tomorrow night will present 
an update with hard facts but in general jobs and housing are coming along. However residential 
neighborhoods still being infilled so new proposed zoning will limit that further. 

- Mbah asked when was SomerVision presented to community? Proakis said brief overview is probably done 
about 12 times a year and an update is being done this year to check applicability. 

- Ballantyne said +/- 900 units were targeted for residential zones but +/- 1900 have been added. Does the 
proposed zoning limit this? Proakis said intent is to conserve the neighborhoods and add new housing in the 
Transform areas. Some have been added to the Enhance areas (e.g. Somerville Ave). 
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- Ballantyne asked how much additional zoning being added to residential areas? Proakis said there is a 
natural disconnect between a long range plan and a zoning ordinance that extends much longer. 
Fundamental intent is that extremely limited housing maybe added to neighborhoods. 

- Ballantyne said if SomerVision is through 2030 but zoning longer, then why no update to the vision? 
Proakis said SomerVision will be revised and improved but the intents are incorporated into the ordinance. 
Difficult to predict market and tie them together but does strengthen the potential for Transform areas and 
can make adjustments over the years. 

- Capuano said dormers and additions that fit within setbacks gives concern that neighbors will not be able to 
weigh in. Proakis said the Board need to carefully review the “components” sections and those are smaller 
than most. 

- Rossetti said no more FAR allows developers to clean out a basement and add space? Proakis said short 
answer is yes, to allow families expand. 

- Capuano said weren’t the regulations written to avoid rental cots being added in a basement? Proakis said 
the rules regarding 4 unrelated individuals should control the occupants but allow families to grow. Still 
have to meet fire and building codes, and overcrowding can be reported to ISD for investigation. Cooper 
said increased space does not allow for change to add an extra unit. 

- Scott asked about accessory dwelling units (ADU)? Proakis said it still requires debate and decision but not 
currently in this draft. 

- Hirsch said ADUs do need to be considered if a 2-family wants to change to a 3-family – maybe 2-family 
plus an ADU. 

- Niedergang is in support of ADUs but understands the need to not overwhelm the overhaul process. 
- White asked what guarantee do we have that the units will remain affordable instead of developers making 

a 3rd unit? Niedergang said there are other communities that control Alderman White’s concerns but should 
be discussed later. 

- Niedergang asked if 325sf of commercial was still required to each dwelling unit? Melissa Woods said not 
regulating the size of the unit, but each dwelling in certain districts should provide approximately 2 jobs. 
Intent is that the jobs/housing balance doesn’t become more off. 

- Ballantyne asked how is zoning going to meet SomerVision 125 acres of open space? Proakis said zoning 
encourages use of overlays by providing bonuses in exchange for benefits like open space. Each district has 
not been set yet and maybe different but it is a difficult metric to meet. Ballantyne would like to revisit 
topic as streets should not be considered open space. 

- Niedergang asked why terminology change to mid-rise from mixed-use? Sarah Lewis said form and 
building envelope defines the districts rather than use. 

- Mbah asked so residential cannot occur in Transform? Proakis said it is a mix of uses that is encouraged. 
Mbah asked where are the commercial only places? Woods said currently the underlay areas of industrial 
and USQ East may change when neighborhood planning creates overlays in areas such as Brick Bottom. 

- Scott would like to see more data on limiting RA/RB, does this mean that a 3-family cannot be replaced? 
Proakis said if disaster of some type than yes, if removed for new construction then it should be reduced to 
meet new standards. This can be discussed further. 

- Scott said map showing number of dwelling units would be extremely helpful for Ward 2. 
- Rossetti asked were the types residential looked at during the building type survey? Proakis said number of 

structures that are non-conforming will be reduced by only 3-family in NR as remaining non-conforming. 
Perhaps in areas where there are many triple-deckers could be mapped to UR. Woods said assessors data is 
used in combination with GIS to determine building types. 

- Niedergang said affordable units should be investigated to determine if 6 or 5 units is the trigger or should 
it be 25%? Woods said proposal includes minimum affordable units to avoid the underbuilding that has 
been happening to avoid the current requirements. 

- Rossetti said in general, introductory provision states city property is exempt and mobility section holds the 
city to the same standards. Proakis said definitely intend to hold city to same mobility standards to which 
we hold employers in order to reduce single occupancy vehicles. State is exempt and their agencies, then 
allow cities and towns to choose themselves and most exempt. Board of Alderman is responsible for city 
buildings instead of risking compromise of city facilities in the special permit or zoning process due to the 
states appeal rights. Rossetti asked which communities currently don’t exempt themselves and what 
language do they use? 

- Hirsch asked how do people comment and ask questions? Davis said this will be discussed at the end of the 
meeting. 
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- Clingan said community process will be formalized so what triggers the necessity? Proakis said some 
processes now require neighborhood meetings earlier and some require multiple meetings. 

- Ewan-Campen asked how we will be moving through the document? Davis said Land Use Committee next 
joint meeting will be a hearing and open to public comment. The website allows comments and emails can 
be sent to planning@somervillema.gov or Alderman directly. Planning staff is available to meet with small 
groups and organizations. Process will be released shortly – next meeting on February 27 will not be about 
overhaul but after that March 13 hearing then meetings every 2 weeks. Intent is to go through page by page 
rather than topic as was done before and, due to repetition within the document, it won’t be all 600 pages. 

- Rossetti said Bartman referenced replacement pages, when will those be released? Proakis said nothing of 
substance at this time, just typos and table of contents 

- Davis said if reworded for clarity then share pages, if minor typo then no but updated T.O.C. should be 
shared in print copy. Will be working on this through the end of May. 

 
Other Business 
 
 
NOTICE: While reasonable efforts have been made to assure the accuracy of the data provided in these minutes, do 
not rely on this information as the complete and accurate portrayal of the events in the meeting without first 
checking with the Planning Division staff.  If any discrepancies exist, the decisions filed by the Board serve as 
the relevant record for each case.  The Planning Division also maintains audio recordings of most Board meetings 
that are available upon request.  
 

Plans and reports are available at the City of Somerville website at the following link: 
https://www.somervillema.gov/departments/ospcd/planning-and-zoning/reports-and-decisions 


